
The Mysterious and Thrilling Days of the Dead
- A Journey into the World of Kersten
Hamilton

Are you ready for a gripping adventure filled with mystery, suspense, and
enchantment? Look no further than the exhilarating novel series "Days of the
Dead" by the incredibly talented Kersten Hamilton. Prepare to be captivated by
the whimsical yet dark world she has masterfully crafted.

Unveiling the Intriguing Plot

The "Days of the Dead" series revolves around the extraordinary life of
Evangeline Eliott, a courageous young girl with a deep connection to the
supernatural. Set in a small town called Mantana, Evangeline finds herself
entangled in a web of ancient folklore and paranormal occurrences. Each book in
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the series unveils a new and thrilling dimension of supernatural events, keeping
readers on the edge of their seats.
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The first book, "Harvest Moon," introduces us to Evangeline's world, where she
uncovers a hidden portal to the realm of the dead. Filled with restless spirits and
dangerous creatures, Evangeline must navigate this treacherous landscape to
uncover the truth about her family's dark past.

In the second installment, "Crimson Frost," Evangeline's powers grow, allowing
her to communicate with spirits and delve deeper into the mysteries of her town.
As she battles sinister forces determined to control the supernatural, Evangeline
must gather allies and uncover ancient secrets to protect her loved ones and
herself.

The final book in the trilogy, "Midnight Sun," is a heart-pounding that will leave
readers breathless. Evangeline's powers are put to the ultimate test when she
faces her greatest nemesis, the powerful and malevolent spirit known as X. Will
she triumph over darkness and save her town from destruction?

Unique Blend of Folklore and Supernatural
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Kersten Hamilton masterfully weaves folklore and supernatural elements
throughout the "Days of the Dead" series, creating a rich and immersive world
that will leave readers spellbound. From Mexican Day of the Dead traditions to
ancient Celtic mythology, each book introduces readers to a tapestry of
mythologies and cultures, adding depth and intrigue to the story.

Hamilton's vivid descriptions breathe life into her characters and settings,
transporting readers to Mantana and immersing them in the eerie atmosphere.
Whether it's the bone-chilling wind that whispers secrets or the moonlit cemetery
that holds ancient secrets, every detail is meticulously crafted to create an
unforgettable reading experience.

A Love Letter to Strong Heroines

Evangeline Eliott is a remarkable character who will resonate with readers of all
ages. Through her unwavering bravery, resilience, and determination, she defies
the odds and stands tall in the face of darkness. Her journey serves as a
testament to the strength and potential that lies within each one of us, inspiring
readers to find their own courage in the face of adversity.

Hamilton's extraordinary representation of female empowerment allows young
readers to see themselves in Evangeline, empowering them to embrace their
unique qualities and discover their own strengths.

Join the Adventure Today!

The "Days of the Dead" series by Kersten Hamilton is a must-read for anyone
who craves an exhilarating journey into a world full of mystery and supernatural
intrigue. Immerse yourself in the captivating and enchanting tale of Evangeline
Eliott as she battles evil forces and fights to uncover the truth about her past.



Prepare to lose yourself in the pages of "Harvest Moon," "Crimson Frost," and
"Midnight Sun," as Kersten Hamilton takes you on an unforgettable adventure
where danger lurks at every corner and magic awaits in unexpected places.

Don't miss out on this thrilling series that will leave you eagerly anticipating what's
next from this incredibly talented author. Grab your copies of the "Days of the
Dead" trilogy and embark on an unforgettable journey today!
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By the critically acclaimed author of Tyger Tyger, a warm, magical story of a girl’s
struggle to keep a promise to her dead mother.

Glorieta Magdalena Davis Espinosa is happy that Papi married Alice. She’s
happy that he can smile again after years of mourning Mamá. But the urn
containing Mamá’s ashes disappeared into a drawer the day Alice moved in.

If everything about Glorieta’s life is going to change, then she wants one thing to
go her way: She wants to hear stories about her mamá when the family gathers
on the last night of los Días de los Muertos. And that can only happen if Tia
Diosonita will allow Mamá to be buried with the Espinosas in holy ground. If she
will allow people to speak Mamá’s name.
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With the help of her best friend, River, and her cousin Mateo, Glorieta sets out to
convince Diosonita that Mamá is not burning in Hell. To do so, she’ll have to learn
to let hate go—and to love the people who stand in her way.

In prose that sparkles with magical undertones, author Kersten Hamilton weaves
a tender story about grief, faith, and the redemptive power of love.
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Little Porcupine Goes To The Psych Ward
Little Porcupine had always been a unique and peculiar creature among
his forest friends. With his spiky quills, he stood out in every crowd.
These quills not only...
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